Abstract: Mobile IP is used to keep track of location information and make the data available to the mobile devices anytime, anywhere. Mobile IP has been widely accepted but lacks in providing seamless handoff. We have proposed a framework for wireless network that uses a flexible and adaptive mailbox-based scheme. In this scheme a mailbox associated with each mobile node while allowing de coupling between them. The FIFO message buffer of mailbox used to store incoming messages destined to a mobile node. Mailbox can be detached from its owner node in the sense that the mailbox can reside at a location different from the current location of the owner node. During handoff, mailbox of mobile node can itself decide whether it has to move from current mobility agent (home agent or foreign agent) to new mobility agent. A pull technique, MPUL (Message Pull) adopted to implement the message delivery from mailbox to its owner node. The performance tradeoff for various mobility conditions are evaluated using analytical model.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile IP is used to keep track of location information and make the data available to the mobile devices anytime, anywhere [1] .The goal of Mobile IP is to provide a host the ability to stay connected to the Internet regardless of its location [2, 3] . Mobile IP network components include Mobile Node (MN), home agent, foreign agent, access routers, Correspondent Node (CN).In Mobile IP, the movement of a MN from one network to another introduces mobility agents such as the home agent (HA) and foreign agent (FA).Mobility Agents (MAs) advertise their presence via agent advertisement messages so that they become known by the MN. A MN may optionally solicit agent advertisement messages from any locally attached MAs through an agent solicitation message and receive agent advertisements. Then it determines whether it is on its home network or on a foreign network. When a MN detects that it has moved to a foreign network, it obtains a care-of address (CoA) on the foreign network. The CoA can be determined either from FA advertisements or by some external assignment mechanism such as Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). The message from correspondent node to MN is first routed with regular IP routing to its home network where they are captured by the home agent. The home agent then tunnels these packets to the foreign agent using CoA which, in turn, forwards them to the final destination as shown in Fig.  1 . An extension to the registration process, called seamless handoff [4, 5] , enables foreign agents to also make use of binding updates to reduce packet loss during a handoff. However, Mobile IP suffers from the well known triangle routing and 2x problem. Therefore, Mobile IP route optimization [6, 7] has been proposed to alleviate this problem.
Another problem with Mobile IP is that each time a MN changes its location it has to register its CoA at home agent. This causes much signaling traffic between MN and its home agent especially when the registration lifetime is short and MN is moving fast. During this handoff period some packets are lost and some are out of order [8, 9] . We have proposed a framework that uses a flexible and adaptive mailbox-based scheme, in which a mailbox is associated with each mobile node while allowing the de coupling between them. The FIFO message buffer of mailbox is used to store incoming messages destined to a mobile node can be detached from its owner node in the sense that the mailbox can reside at a location different from the current location of the owner node. During handoff, mailbox of mobile node can itself decide whether it has to move itself from current mobility agent (home agent or foreign agent) to new mobility agent. De coupling of mailbox from its owner results in adaptive location management that enables dynamic tradeoff between the packet delivery cost and the registration cost thereby minimizing the total cost. In pull technique the MN keeps the address of its mailbox and retrieves message from the mailbox whenever needed. The mailbox does not need to know the MN current location and therefore location registration is avoided.
Generic framework design:
The generic framework uses a flexible and adaptive mailbox-based scheme, which associates a mailbox with each mobile node while allowing de coupling between them. Communication between CN and MN is usually two fold as shown in Fig. 2 . Step1: Sender routes the packet to receiver's mailbox. Step2: Receiver receives the packet from its mailbox using pull technique.
However if both sender and receiver are on same network then messages will be directly routed to the receiver. Initially the mailbox resides on the same mobility agent as its owner. On crossing the network boundary and after receiving the CoA from new foreign agent it sends a registration message to old foreign agent (oFA) where the mailbox is currently residing.
The old foreign agent in lieu of registration message activates the mailbox operation by passing a control message to it.
Architecture of mailbox:
By incorporating a decision capability regarding its migration to new foreign agent (nFA), the mailbox is implemented as an intelligent system and the factors affecting this decision are the Planner module is responsible for itinerary planning. Migration Controller module is responsible for control communication and travel plan execution. Message buffer is used to store incoming message using FIFO policy. Knowledge Base contains knowledge of communication environment. Mailbox makes its predictions of future sender message rates entirely on the information provides by Estimator and Knowledge Base. Reducing the cost of communication by planning optimal mailbox position is the task of Planner. Decision regarding mailbox migration depends on the output generated by Estimator and the knowledge of communication environment. The deployment of simple but efficient planning methods in terms of low resource consumption makes mailbox a lightweight intelligent system. The proactive mailbox is employed to take full advantage of possible cost reduction if message pull occurs at appropriate time such as when mailbox is empty or it contains smaller number of messages.
Mailbox migration: When MN enters nFA then it sends an Accommodate message to it. The prime information present in this message is address of oFA where mailbox is currently residing. nFA by making the use of this address, sends a MailboxStatus message to oFA as shown in Fig. 4 If there is no message in mailbox, a null message is sent to MN as a reply. Query operation can be implemented in synchronous or asynchronous mode. In synchronous mode MN suspends its execution after issuing a query until it receives a reply from its mailbox and as a result of it there would not be any message forwarding to MN during its migration. In asynchronous mode MN can continue its execution after sending query to its mailbox. MN always knows the location of its mailbox through NewMailboxLocation message as communicated to it by nFA, so location registration is unnecessary in pull technique. Since MN would not leave for next network without receiving the response of its query, there is no message loss or chasing problem in this technique. Pull technique exhibits the following properties: * Since the MN takes the initiative to request message from its mailbox, the MN ensures that their would not be any message forwarded to it during its migration thereby resulting in reliable message delivery. * By querying periodically, MN can easily detect the failure of its mailbox. * If synchronized query operation is used the MN can leave for next network as soon as it finishes its execution at current network, but execution time is increased. For asynchronous query MN also has to wait for arrival of all responses of its query before migration. However by deciding the time and number of queries, MN can flexibly reduce the constraints on its migration. * Communication overhead depends on the migration and communication pattern of MN.
* It provides more flexibility as MN has the autonomy to decide the time and frequency of the queries for messages. MN can adjust its query frequency dynamically, if it is in urgent need of information it may query mailbox at a higher frequency. Otherwise a lower frequency is adopted. Distance can be other factor of concern. If current location of MN is very far from its mailbox, it can query mailbox at lower frequency.
When it is near to MA which is holding its mailbox, it can query more frequently. 
Cost of updating source host information regarding mailbox location change ( update Some research results on performance analysis of Mobile IP can be found in [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Related work: A seamless streaming framework is introduced in [14] by estimating the accurate buffer level for pre-buffering to compensate the handoff latency under Mobile IPv4 environment. An enhanced buffer management mechanism for fast handover is implemented in [15] but still based on traditional tunneling establishment. Performing smooth handoff in a model resembling ours was also considered in [16, 17] . The decision regarding mailbox migration was forced on mobility agents in these models, unlike ours where the presence of knowledge base and other supporting modules in a mailbox enriches it with the decision making capability regarding its migration thereby making it an intelligent component.
CONCLUSION
The proposed intelligent mailbox can itself makes a decision regarding its de coupling from owner mobile node considering both the distance as well as network traffic between source and target mobility agents thereby resulting in the reduction in packet loss and workload on home agent. Asynchrony is improved in two aspects. Firstly with address caching mechanism the reliance on home agent for node tracking and message forwarding is reduced. Secondly, the constraint on node mobility is released because synchronization occurs between source nodes and mailbox, MN can migrate to new network whenever it wants without waiting for messages in transits. The use of pull technique for transfer of message from mailbox to mobile node reduces network traffic and delay of message processing.
